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Check Out: Guidance Notes to Tenants 

You are reminded that it is your responsibility at the beginning of the tenancy to note any specific discrepancies on the inventory that 
you do not agree with i.e. marks on walls, carpets, etc. If no such additional notes are made by the tenant at the start of the tenancy, 
the inventory will be deemed as accepted as read. If no inventory is available, notes may be made on the Check In report compiled by 
Simplified Inventories. 

The inventory report (where available) has been prepared by Simplified Inventories. The condition of the property at the start of the 
tenancy, as described in the inventory, will be compared to the condition of the property at the end of the tenancy. Details of any 
alterations to the property after the inventory has been agreed upon should be noted on a separate addendum sheet and agreed by the 
tenant and the managing agent/landlord. At the end of the tenancy a ‘Check Out’ report will be conducted to determine any changes to 
the inventory. The Tenant should gain permission from the managing agent/landlord if they wish to remove or store any items during 
the tenancy and this should be confirmed in writing by the managing agent/landlord. 

The inventory clerk cannot undertake to move heavy items of furniture or to make searches in inaccessible locations such as loft 
spaces, cellars, locked rooms and high-level cupboards, or to unpack items. We reserve the right not to handle or move items deemed 
to be fragile or valuable. In addition, the inventory clerk reserves the right not to handle items that may be of a health hazard and to 
generalise/summarise on such items deemed to be unsuitable for further inspection. 

Disclaimer 

This check out has been prepared by an inventory clerk who is not an expert in buildings, furnishings, decoration, woods, antiques or a 
qualified surveyor. 

This check out relates only to the furniture and all the landlord’s equipment and contents in the property. It is no guarantee or report on 
the adequacy of, or safety of any such equipment or contents, merely a record that such items exist in the property at the date of 
preparing the inventory and the superficial condition of same. 

Simplified Inventories will not take water meter readings unless the meter is clearly visible within the property or attached to an exterior 
wall at low/accessible level. 

Windows throughout the property have not been tested for function or operation. Descriptions are purely based on the superficial 
appearance of windows, frames and locks. Simplified Inventories can accept no liability arising from any failure of the windows or parts 
thereof to function properly at all. 

The inventory clerk cannot undertake the testing of appliances and is not qualified to report on the safety of any appliances other than a 
general visual inspection of condition. All electrical items are deemed to be complete with fixings (plugs, cables, etc.) unless otherwise stated. 

Simplified Inventories is trading name for Simplified Properties Services LTD 

Furniture & Furnishings (Fire) (Safety) Regulations 1988 – (1993) 

The fire and safety regulations regarding furnishing, gas, electrical and similar services are ultimately the responsibility of the instructing 
principal. Where the Inventory notes “Fire Regulation Label Attached”, this should not be interpreted to mean the item complies with the 
“furniture and furnishings (fire) (safety) (amendments) 1993”. It is a record that the item had a label as described or similar to that 
detailed in the “guide” published by the Department of Trade and Industry January 1997 (or subsequent date). It  is not a statement that 
the item can be considered to comply with the Regulations. 

Things to know before the check-out report is created 

All items should be returned to their original position (as detailed on the inventory); this includes stored or boxed items not used during 
the tenancy. Any items listed as ‘Not Seen/Found’ could result in a replacement cost or a charge being made to the tenant. Managing 
agents/landlord may also charge for the removal of unapproved items left by the tenant at the end of the tenancy that were not included 
in the original inventory. 
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At the time of the property check out, all personal items (including consumable items) should have been removed and cleaning of the 
property completed. No further cleaning will be permitted once the check-out inspection has commenced. The tenant will have been 
advised of the date and time of the check-out and must provide access, or let the appointed clerk know the details of their departure 
from the property. Additional costs may be incurred if the clerk is not able to complete the check-out inspection due to the tenant not 
being ready to vacate or if they are delayed by more than 20 minutes. 

Cleaning 

Soiling is not considered to be fair wear & tear, (as defined by the House of Lords as ‘reasonable use of the premises by the tenant and 
the ordinary operation of natural forces, i.e. the passage of time). The tenant is liable for the property to be cleaned to the same 
standard as detailed to the inventory at the start of the tenancy. 

Soft Furnishings 

Excessive discolouring which cannot be attributed to sun bleaching and/or the passage of time, soiling or damage may result in repair or 
cleaning costs being charged to the tenant. Discolouration due to smoke, staining, burns or tears to curtains may also incur costs to the tenant. 

Flooring 

Carpets should either be professionally cleaned or vacuumed including edges and corners depending on the level of soiling and/or the 
terms of the tenancy agreement. Receipts for professional cleaning should be given to the clerk at the time of the check-out inspection. 
Hard floors require sweeping and mopping where necessary (in accordance with any specialist cleaning materials/advice provided by 
the managing agent/landlord). The tenant may be charged by the managing agent/landlord for repairs or replacement costs due to 
soiling, staining or damage such as cigarette or iron burns.  

Decoration 

As specified in most of tenancy agreements, the tenant should gain permission from the managing agent/landlord prior to putting nails, pins 
and other fixtures into walls and ceilings and should avoid the use of tac or tape. Additional marks/fittings will be noted at the check out and 
any damage or repair work required to make good may be charged to the tenant by the managing agent/landlord. 

Beds & Linen 

Mattresses, divan bases, pillows, and duvets will be inspected for soiling where practically possible. Costs may be incurred by the 
tenant for cleaning, compensation or a percentage of the replacement charge by the managing agent/landlord if any such items are 
soiled beyond that noted to the inventory. Beds should not be made up at the time of the check-out inspection and any linen should be 
left cleaned, pressed and folded. 

Kitchen Surfaces and Sinks 

Kitchen surfaces and sinks will be inspected for knife cuts, cup marks, scorch and burn damage. Using appropriate items such as 
chopping boards and heat pads will help prevent damage. 

Crockery, chinaware, kitchen utensils 

All items will be checked for soiling, chips and damage. If damage has occurred that is not considered as consistent with fair wear & 
tear, compensation or replacement costs may be incurred by the tenant. 

Keys 

All keys listed in the inventory should be kept safely and handed back at the check-out. Should any keys be lost or not returned to the 
managing agent, landlord or inventory clerk, the tenant may be charged for replacement keys or possibly for the changing of locks. Any 
additional keys cut during the tenancy should also be returned by the tenant. 

Gardens & Exterior Areas 

Most tenancy agreements state that the tenant is responsible for the maintenance of gardens and exterior areas such as driveways 
unless expressly agreed otherwise. This includes the cutting of lawns, weeding and maintaining the garden, paths, driveways, 
flowerbeds etc. according to the season. If the standard is found to be below the condition as detailed to the inventory, (with 
consideration given for a change in season) the tenant may be charged for necessary work to bring the affected area back to the 
required level. 
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Glossary of Terms 

1. All items are in a Good Condition and cleanliness standard is Good Domestic clean, unless otherwise stated. 

2. Pictures provided may also be referred to for appropriate understanding of each section. 

3. ‘Gifted item’ where mentioned means that usage/maintenance/disposal will be at sole discretion of tenant and landlord 

has no responsibility for such item and will not be asking for return of the item at any stage of tenancy. 

4. Abbreviation as given in brackets below are used later in the detailed inventory. 

5. Action / Comments = A/C, Responsibility = R, Tenants = T , Agency = A  and Landlord = L these terms will be used 

conjunction of the check-out report 

Condition 

1. Brand new, unused condition (BN) – No marks, no damages, no wear and tear, no sign of any use, perfect condition, still in 

wrapper or with new tags/labels attached. 

2. Good condition (GC) – Signs of slight wear, generally lightly worn, overall product show age but usable condition. 

3. Fair condition (FC)– Signs of age, frayed, small light stains/cracks and marks, discolouration. 

4. Poor Condition (PC) – Extensive signs of wear/tear, stains/marks/tears/chips. Still functional. 

5. Very Poor Condition (VPC) – Extensive damage/faulty items, large stains, upholstery torn or dirty, pet odours/hairs. 

Cleanliness 

1. Professionally cleaned (PRC) 

Everything immaculate, sparkling and dust free, appliances and sanitary ware spotless. 

Carpets steam cleaned, vacuumed. Floors swept. All furniture in order and clean. Linen 

freshly laundered. 

2. Professional hotel clean (PRHC) 

Everything immaculate, sparkling and dust free, appliances and sanitary ware spotless. 

Carpets steam cleaned, vacuumed. Floors swept. All furniture in order and clean. Linen 

freshly laundered. Cleaned to a professional standard but no receipt seen. 

3. Good domestic clean (GDC) 

Flooring vacuumed and swept. Appliances cleaned and free of loose dirt. Some carbon 

deposits to appliances may be visible but no loose debris or grease to the touch. Dust may 

be visible to areas not often seen – cupboards, tops of door frames, etc. Sanitary ware in 

clean condition – no dust/soap deposits/loose hairs, etc. 

4. Average domestic clean (ADC) 

Domestic clean, but signs of dust to woodwork, kitchen units marked, appliances need 

additional cleaning. Carpets vacuumed and floors swept. Dust/hairs to sanitary ware – 

requiring further cleaning. 

5. Poorly cleaned (PCL) 

Carpets need vacuum, all items dusty or dirty, kitchen and bathrooms require further cleaning 

to either a good domestic standard or to a professionally clean standard as applicable. 

6. Not clean (NC) 

Property requires cleaning to a good domestic standard or professional standard to make 

available for next tenant as applicable. 
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Keys Handed Back At Check Out 

Door/Window Type Type of Key (Yale, Chubb, etc.) Number of Keys 

Front door  Yale type  2 

Security Fob Plastic 2 

Misc. Yale type 2 

Remote for Car Park Door  Plastic  1 
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Meter Readings 

Type Location Meter Reading Supplier/Status Serial No. 

Electricity Hall Cupboard 1: 25736 Not none H07C 24570 

Gas NA    

Water NA    
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Disclaimer 

 This is a Simplified Inventories report that relates solely to the contents and condition of the property and does not form any 

part of a valuation or structural report. 

 This inventory is compiled on the basis that all items listed are in good order and clean. Any defects or soiling are noted where 

appropriate. 

 The clerk preparing the inventory is not an expert in antiques, furniture style, fabrics, etc. All descriptions within this report are 

for identification purposes only in order that each item can be compared to its condition at the commencement of the tenancy. 

 We will not take water meter readings unless the meter is clearly visible within the property or attached to an exterior wall at 

low/accessible level. 

 Windows throughout the property have not been tested for function or operation. Descriptions are purely based on the 

superficial appearance of windows, frames and locks. 

 We do not undertake to move heavy items of furniture or access lofts, high-level cupboards or any other inaccessible places. 

Contents which have been left in the above-mentioned areas, which have not been inventoried, are the sole responsibility on 

the landlord. 

 Any electrical appliances tested will be for power only and only where practical. Boilers, gas fires, water supply and radiators 

are not tested. We test all water outlets where possible and practical and it will be noted in our report if there is an issue. 

 The relevant utility companies must check all meter readings, as we cannot be held responsible for any discrepancies. We are 

not held liable should meters not be located or inaccessible to read. 

 For Health and Safety reasons we do not expect our clerks to access high level areas which involve using ladders/chairs. 

 The Fire & Safety Regulations regarding furnishings, gas, electrical & similar services are ultimately the responsibility of the 

instructing principle. Where the inventory notes FFR label seen, this should not be interpreted to mean that the item complies 

with the furniture & furnishings (fire) (safety) (Amendments) 1993. It is a record that the item had a label as described or 

similar to that detailed in the Guide to the regulations as published by the Department of Trade & Industry, January 1997, (or 

subsequent edition), attached at the time the inventory was complied. 

 It is the responsibility of the landlord/managing agent/tenant to check all reports, and Simplified Inventories will not be held 

liable for any differences, unless notified within a 7-day period from receipt of the report 
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Check Out Details 

Property professionally 

cleaned  

Yes, Invoice Provided PDF Copy will be emailed to agency  

Rubbish and all food items 

removed from the property 

Yes 

Carpets professionally cleaned Yes 

Windows locked Yes 

Doors locked Yes 

Evidence of pets/smoking No 

Parking permit handed back  Yes 
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Schedule of Condition & Cleanliness Summary 

Property in general Check In Check Out 

Summary of Cleanliness Refer to check in inventory report Professionally cleaned  

Decorative Order Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Carpets and Flooring Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Windows Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Doors Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Curtains / Blinds / Nets Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Woodwork Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Lights / Shades Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Furniture Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Exterior Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 
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Fire Safety 

Furniture Checked and Fire 

Regulation Labels Noted 

Checked for Double mattress, single mattress FFR labels seen not able to locate for both 

sofas, wardrobes and dining table and chairs    

Smoke Alarm Present  

to Each Floor 

Yes 

Smoke Alarm Green Light Visible 

for Electricity Connected 

Light present 

Not tested 

Carbon Monoxide  

Alarm Present 

No, as there is no gas in the building 

Carbon Monoxide Alarm  

Tested /Green Light Visible  

for Electricity Connected  

N/A 
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Entrance and Hallway Photos 
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Entrance and Hallway 

Item / Description Condition Condition at Check Out 

1.  Summary of cleanliness Refer to check in inventory report Professionally cleaned  

2.  Decorative Order Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

3.  Carpets and Flooring Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

 

Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Door and Frame Exterior 

1. Brown panelled wooden door with 

white wooden frame 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Minor scuff marks visible on lower section 

and some minor marks visible in the mid-

section near the letterbox 

Fair condition 

Wooden frame in with some discolouring 

on the left-hand side age related, but no 

prominent defects 

Some chippings visible at low level of the 

brown door and some white marks right 

hand side 

Age related defects 

2. Bronze effect letterbox Refer to check in inventory report Age related defects visible 

3. Bronze effect handle with lock Refer to check in inventory report Age related defects visible 

4. Bronze effect eye spyhole Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

5. Number ‘18’ digits in bronze 

effect 

Refer to check in inventory report Age related defects visible 

Door and Frame Interior 

6. White painted panelled door on 

reverse with white wooden frame 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

7. Bronze effect letterbox flap Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

8. Bronze effect handle with twist 

lock function 

Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

9. Bronze effect chain and lock Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

10. Bronze effect spy eyehole Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

11. 2 x bronze effect twist locks one 

top and bottom corner 

Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

12. 3 x hinges on right hand side Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Ceiling 

13. Plastered painted white ceiling 

with coving fitted on edges  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Walls 

14. Plastered painted magnolia Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Light scuff marks on the left-hand side 

below the switch 

Some scuff marks in-between the 

bathroom door and bedroom door above 

the radiator and intercom 

Slight scuff marks on the right-hand side 

between the storage door and the water 

storage unit cabinet 

Slight scuff marks on the right-hand side of 

the edges and left-hand side on the edges 

Floor 

15. Laminated wooden floor Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Woodwork 

16. White wooden skirting painted 

white 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few marks visible through out skirting 

Heating/Air Conditioning 

17. Electric wall radiator on the left-

hand side by Reina Brand 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Fixed Lighting 

18. 2 x hanging lights with 2 x bulbs Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Fittings are loose on both of the pendants 

of the lights 

Sockets/Switches/Fans/Cables 

19. Assortment of white plastic 

sockets and switches 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

All fittings intact 

Fixtures 

20. Fire alarm Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

21. Videx brand intercom system 

Plastic fittings and plastic wire 

and receiver  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Storage Area 

22. Storage area 1: 

White wooden panelled door with 

chrome effect handle leading into 

storage area 

Houses: 

Electric meter and various wiring 

for the meter 

Some various pipeworks with 

shelf above housing an iron and a 

lamp 

Electric fuse box 

Meters 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested  

23. Storage area 2: 

White panelled wooden door with 

chrome effect handles leading 

into area 

Houses: 

Water tank for the water by 

Ariston with 2 x wooden shelves 

above 

Various pipeworks and various 

switches 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition  

Not tested 
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Reception Room Photos 
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Reception Room 

Item / Description Condition Condition at Check Out 

1.  Summary of cleanliness Refer to check in inventory report Professionally cleaned  

2.  Decorative Order Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

3.  Carpets and Flooring Refer to check in inventory report Good condition  

 

Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Door and Frame Exterior 

1. White panelled wooden door with 

white wooden frame 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few marks visible at lower edges of the 

door 

Good condition 

Frame has slight marks visible on the right 

and left at top and inner side top 

Door and Frame Interior 

2. White panelled door with chrome 

effect handles with white wooden 

frame 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few marks visible on the door frame right 

and left 

Ceiling 

3. White plastered painted ceiling 

with fitted coving around all 

edges  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Walls 

4. White plastered magnolia painted Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few marks, damage visible on the right-

hand side of the door entrance caused due 

to the handle coming in contact 

Few scuff marks visible on the left-hand 

wall above and around the radiator area 

Few marks visible on the right-hand side of 

the door leads to a balcony on the right-

hand side 

Few scuff marks visible after the 

decorative fireplace 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Few marks visible on the right- hand side 

of the dining table area 

Floor 

5. Wooden laminated floor Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Windows and Sills 

6. 2 x UPVC frame doors with 2 x 

large glass panes with white 

frame 

1 x pane above 

1 x pane below 

White handles with lock 

4 x hinges on each of the doors 

on left- and right-hand side 

2 x Air vents above 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

 

Black marks visible glass edges  

Few marks visible on the hinges on the 

right due to wear and tear 

Locks not tested keeps are present  

7. White wooden sill Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Curtains/Blinds 

8. Metallic rod with light beige 

curtains 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Woodwork 

9. White wooden painted skirting Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Few marks visible on the right -hand side 

of the room near the dining area (refer to 

pictures) 

Heating/Air Conditioning 

10. Dimplex electric wall radiator Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Fixed Lighting 

11. 2 x hanging ceiling lights with 

bulbs 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Sockets/Switches/Fans/Cables 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

12. Assortments of plastic switches, 

sockets, cable sockets and 

various socket plates 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

All fittings seem to be intact 

Fixtures 

13. 1 x fire alarm Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Light showing 

Not tested 

14. Decorative fireplace gold with 

black design with white fire place, 

marble effect tiles  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few tiles are cracked  

Not tested 

Furniture 

15. Wooden beech coloured 4 x 

wooden chairs and dining table 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested  

16. 2 x 2-seater black faux leather 

sofa seats 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested  
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Kitchen Photos 
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Kitchen 

Item / Description Condition Condition at Check Out 

1.  Summary of cleanliness Refer to check in inventory report Professionally cleaned  

2.  Decorative Order Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

3.  Tiles and Flooring Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

4.  Oven Refer to check in inventory report Good condition - Not tested 

5.  Extractor Hood Refer to check in inventory report Good condition - Not tested 

6.  Hob Refer to check in inventory report Good condition - Not tested 

7.  Washing Machine Refer to check in inventory report Good condition - Not tested 

8.  Fridge Refer to check in inventory report Good condition - Not tested 

9.  Freezer Refer to check in inventory report Good condition - Not tested 

 

Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Door and Frame Exterior 

1. White panelled wooden door with 

chrome effect handle with white 

frame 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Door in-between some cracks visible on 

top part where the door and the hinges 

meet (please refer to pictures) 

Door and Frame Interior 

2. White panelled with chrome 

handle with white wooden frame 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few marks visible on lower panels 

Few marks visible in middle of the panel 

3. 3 x silver hinges Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition  

Ceiling 

4. White painted ceiling Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Some discolouring above the extractor fan 

area and right side above fridge and units 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Walls 

5. Painted magnolia Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Some marks visible on the wall on right 

hand side above the fridge area 

Left side wall small mark visible when 

entering the kitchen, few marks and stains 

visible above tiles are above sink  

6. Tiles in-between the worktop and 

the wall units and left-hand side 

tiles above the sink area 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Floor 

7. Laminate wooden flooring Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Woodwork 

8. Very small skirting area visible 

white painted 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition  

Fixed Lighting 

9. 3 x spotlights Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

1 x spotlight not working  

Sockets/Switches/Fans/Cables 

10. Assortment of plastic switches 

and sockets 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

All fittings intact 

Fitted Units/Cupboards 

11. Light coloured gloss doors with 

white coloured, floor, ceiling and 

walls to interior with white shelves 

inside the unit, silver effect bar 

handles  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Plastic from the original packages still 

visible on the unit doors 

Misc. 

12. Various pipeworks below the 

kitchen sink 

Refer to check in inventory report  
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Kitchen Unit 

13. Light coloured gloss doors with 

white coloured, floor, ceiling and 

walls to interior with white shelves 

inside the unit, silver effect bar 

handles, light coloured gloss 

draws x 3 with silver coloured 

interior  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Plastic from the original packages still 

visible on the unit doors 

Base Units from left to right 

14. Unit 1: 

Small single door unit with 

shelves inside 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

15. Unit 2: 

Empty space 

Houses: 

Washing machine 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

16. Unit 3: 

Single door unit housing various 

sink pipes  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Plastic coating from original packing is now 

peeling off 

Satins and marks visible (please refer to 

pictures) 

Mark and satins visible rights side of door 

and vertical fixed unit side 

17. Unit 4: 

3 drawer unit  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

18. Unit 5: 

Integrated oven space with plinth 

below and on right side  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Plastic coating from original packing is 

started to peeling off 

Satins and marks visible (please refer to 

pictures) 

19. Unit 6: 

Single door unit with shelves 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

20. Unit 7: 

Single door unit with shelves 

Refer to check in inventory report Plastic coating from original packing is 

peeling off  

Satins and marks visible (please refer to 

pictures 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Wall Units from left to right 

21. Unit 1: 

Single door unit with shelves  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

22. Unit 2: 

Single door unit with shelves  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

23. Unit 3: 

Empty space 

Houses: 

Extractor fan 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

24. Unit 4: 

Corner unit with 2 x doors and 

shelves inside 

1 x door is open able without 

handle 

1 x door with handle 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

25. Unit 5: 

Fog gloss effect door unit with 5 x 

small square shelves on each 

side 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Work Surface 

26. Marble effect design work top Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Area of the worktop on the sink side where 

it joins the other worktop where the 

drawers are there was a slight raise at the 

joint (please refer to pictures) 

Sink 

27. Silver effect single bowl sink 

With silver effect drainer  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

28. Mono chrome mixer tap with hot 

and cold function 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested  
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Appliances Photos 
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Appliances 

Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Washing Machine 

29. Indesit washing machine in white 

colour 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested  

Oven 

30. Beko brand oven with glass door 

with silver handle with shelves 

inside with silver knobs and 

digital display 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Some marks visible in-between 2 x glasses 

of the oven door 

Hob 

31. Beko brand induction hob Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Extractor 

32. Cooke and Lewis extractor fan 

with glass design 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

No touch to grease, but there is permanent 

discolouring on the filter below 

Light does not work 

Fridge Freezer 

33. Freestanding Candy fridge 

freezer white colour 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

All the drawers in the freezer are intact 

All the drawers on the top of the fridge is 

intact 

Some indentation and rust visible on the 

lower door which houses the freezer 

Some marks (please refer to pictures) 
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Bathroom Photos 
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Bathroom 

Item / Description Condition Condition at Check Out 

1.  Summary of cleanliness Refer to check in inventory report Professionally cleaned  

2.  Decorative Order Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

3.  Flooring Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

4.  Hand Basin(s) Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

5.  Toilet Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

6.  Shower  Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

 

Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Door and Frame Exterior 

1. White wooden panelled door with 

chrome effect handle with white 

frame and silver effect handle  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few marks visible above the handle 

Painted over defects on the wooden frame 

Door and Frame Interior 

2. White wooden panelled door and 

white frame with 3 x hinges on 

the side 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few marks visible on the top right corner 

Ceiling 

3. White painted Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Walls 

4. Floor to ceiling light coloured tiles 

with designed pattern in middle 

with silver trims in the corners 

near the toilet and toilet wall area 

and left of the door 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Floor 

5. Light coloured square tiles with Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

rough design Some discolouring on the grout visible 

near the basin area 

Heating/Air Conditioning 

6. Wall heating radiator Refer to check in inventory report  

7. Small chrome effect ladder style 

electric operated radiator 

Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Not tested 

Few permanent marks and stains visible 

on radiator (please refer to pictures) 

Fixed Lighting 

8. 3 x spotlights Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

1 x spotlight not functioning 

Sockets/Switches/Fans/Cables 

9. Plastic shaving socket 115 volts 

to 240 volts 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Fitting intact 

Fixtures 

10. White ceiling fan above the sink 

by Manrose Quiet Brand 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Some dust visible in the fan 

11. Round shaped wall mirror above 

the sink 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition  

Fittings 

12. Double drawer unit with light 

brown laminated drawers with 

silver effect plastic handles below 

the sink area 

Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

13. Chrome effect towel rail Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

14. Chrome effect toilet roll holder 

fitted into wall 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

15. White toilet brush Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Toilet 

16. White ceramic toilet with white 

plastic seat and riser with chrome 

hinges 

Dual push button flush system 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Hand Basin(s) 

17. Square shaped hand basin Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Discolouring on the sealant behind the 

area of the sink 

18. Silver waste Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

19. Silver mono chrome mixer hot 

and cold 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

20. 2 drawer unit below the sink Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Shower 

21. Rectangular shower cubicle with  

3 x glass panes 

2 x glass panes fixed 

1 x glass pane openable slide 

function door mechanism with 

chrome effect frame, clear plastic 

strips x 2 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Some permanent water mark stains visible 

on the glass which is fixed on the left-hand 

side towards the wall near the sink near 

the clear plastic strip 

Running track mechanism is good 

condition and clean 

Handle for the door and plastics good 

condition 

22. White shower tray Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

23. Chrome effect waste Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

24. Fitted dual shower output system 

with hot and cold function with 2 x 

functions 

1 x fixed large showerhead 

1 x small showerhead with 

shower pipe 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Pipe connecting the both shower heads is 

discoursed  
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Bedroom 1(Master) Photos 
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Bedroom 1(Master) 

Item / Description Condition Condition at Check Out 

1.  Summary of cleanliness Refer to check in inventory report Good domestic clean 

2.  Decorative Order Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

3.  Carpets and Flooring Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

 

Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Door and Frame Exterior 

1. White panelled door with white 

wooden frame with chrome effect 

handle 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Door and Frame Interior 

2. Exterior white panelled door with 

chrome effect handles with 3 x 

hinges on right hand side 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few marks visible on the lower panelling 

on the door 

Small chip mark visible on the left and 

forward of the handle (please refer to 

pictures) 

Some light marks visible on the left outside 

of the frame 

Some slight marks visible on the right-hand 

side of the door 

Near the hinges area stains visible on the 

right-hand side 

Ceiling 

3. White plastered painted ceiling 

with coving at the edges  

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few marks visible as soon as entering the 

room above the entrance door 

Some minor scuff marks visible on top 

Walls 

4. Painted magnolia Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Scuff marks on the left-hand side between 

the entrance and the en-suite to bathroom 

door low to mid-range 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Scuff marks visible low to mid-range above 

the radiator section 

Scuff marks visible low to mid-range from 

the left to the right corner towards the 

window over the bed 

Prominent scuff marks visible window side 

low to mid-range from the left to the right-

hand corner 

On the right-hand side wall of the entrance 

wall scuff marks visible low to mid-range 

Some scuff marks visible on the right-hand 

side low to mid-range 

Floor 

5. Wooden laminated floor  Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Windows and Sills 

6. UPVC window with 2 x panes and 

white handle 

Window is open able 

Both panes fixed into one frame 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Curtains/Blinds 

7. Metal effect rod for the curtains Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Woodwork 

8. White painted skirting Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Few marks visible on the left-hand side 

Few marks visible throughout the skirting 

right hand side and left-hand side 

Heating 

9. Wall Dimplex heater radiator  Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Fixed Lighting 

10. Single ceiling light hanging with 

bulb 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Sockets/Switches/Fans/Cables 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

11. Assortment of sockets and plastic 

switches 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

All fitting intact  

Fixtures 

12. 1 x Fire alarm Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Light showing 

Not tested 

Furniture 

13. Double wardrobe with 2 x 

drawers below in beech coloured 

Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

14. Chest of drawers with 3 x 

drawers with brown face and 

white drawers 

Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

15. Wooden bed frame with double 

mattress 

Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 
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En-Suite Photos 
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En-Suite 

Item / Description Condition Condition at Check Out 

1.  Summary of cleanliness Refer to check in inventory report Professionally cleaned  

2.  Decorative Order Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

3.  Flooring Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

4.  Hand Basin(s) Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

5.  Toilet Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

6.  Shower  Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

 

Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Door and Frame Exterior 

1. White painted panelled wooden 

door with chrome handle with 

white frame 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few marks visible for the up and mid area 

with clothing hooks down on exit area 

Door and Frame Interior 

2. White painted panelled wooden 

door with chrome twist lock 

function with white frame 

Refer to check in inventory report Overall good condition 

Ceiling 

3. White painted ceiling Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Walls 

4. Floor to ceiling small square 

design light coloured tiles with 

design pattern running in middle 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Floor 

5. Light coloured tiled floor same as 

main bathroom with rough effect 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Some discolouring to the grout near the 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

grout sink area 

Fixed Lighting 

6. 2 x spotlights Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Sockets/Switches/Fans/Cables 

7. Shaver socket 115 volts to 240 

volts white plastic 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Fixtures 

8. White extractor fan Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Some dust visible in filter 

Fittings 

9. Chrome effect toilet roll holder Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

10. Chrome effect towel rail Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Toilet 

11. White ceramic toilet with white 

riser seat with dual control push 

system 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Hand Basin(s) 

12. White square basin with mono 

chrome silver tap with silver push 

down waste 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition  

13. Unit below white double door with 

plastic silver handles 

Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Shower 

14. D-shaped shower cubicle with 

small panes fixed on right and left 

and 2 x open able glass panes 

running on tracks 

Glass shower with chrome effect 

tracks and chrome edges 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

15. D-shaped shower tray with silver 

waste 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

16. Mira shower control function tap 

fit into the wall with 2 x outlets 

with shower and showerhead 

Small and large fixed 

showerhead 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 
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Bedroom 2 Photos 
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Bedroom 2 

Item / Description Condition Condition at Check Out 

1.  Summary of cleanliness Refer to check in inventory report Good domestic clean 

2.  Decorative Order Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

3.  Carpets and Flooring Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

 

Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Door and Frame Exterior 

1. White wooden panelled door with 

chrome effect handle with white 

wooden frame exterior 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Door and Frame Interior 

2. White wooden panelled door with 

chrome effect handle with white 

wooden frame exterior 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Few scuff marks below level 

3. 1 x chrome effect clothes hanger Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Ceiling 

4. White painted Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Walls 

5. Painted magnolia Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Prominent scuff marks visible low to mid-

range left side 

Marks visible low to mid-range continued 

towards the window 

Quite few discolouring and scuff marks 

visible low to mid-range on window side 

Low to mid-range scuff marks and 

discolouring visible on right hand side 

Small indentation on the right-hand side 

near the wardrobe (please refer to 

pictures) 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

Floor 

6. Wood laminate floor  Refer to check in inventory report Good condition  

Windows and Sills 

7. UPVC window with 2 x panes and 

white handle 

Window is open able 

Both panes fixed into one frame 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Curtains/Blinds 

8. Chrome effect rod for curtains Refer to check in inventory report  

Woodwork 

9. White painted skirting Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Marks visible throughout to skirting 

Heating/Air Conditioning 

10. Dimplex wall electric radiator Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Fixed Light  

11. Single ceiling light hanging with 

bulb 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

Sockets/Switches/Fans/Cables 

12. Assortment of switches and 

plastic sockets 

Refer to check in inventory report Good condition 

Not tested 

All fittings intact 

Fixtures 

13. 1 x Fire alarm Refer to check in inventory report Light showing 

Good condition 

Not tested 

Furniture 

14. Single metal effect bed Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 
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Item / Description Condition at Check In Condition at Check Out 

15. Solitaire Slumber brand mattress Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

16. 2 bedside drawer chest 

Brown exterior and white drawers 

Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Not tested 

17. Double sliding door wardrobe 

with 4 x drawers below 

Refer to check in inventory report Fair condition 

Few marks visible on the wardrobes 

Not tested 
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Declaration 

 

I/we acknowledge receipt of this inventory and confirm that all items listed are in a good clean condition unless otherwise stated. I/we 

have read and checked this inventory and schedule of condition and agree that it is a true record as at the time of taking occupation. 

Any amendments or alterations have been noted. 

 

 

Signed (Tenants)  Name  Date 

     

     

     

 

 

Signed (Landlord/Agent/Clerk)  Name  Date 

     

     

 


